Staphylococcus aureus small colony variants: formation and clinical impact.
S. aureus small-colony variants are a naturally occurring subpopulation which grow slowly and produce small colonies on routine media. They also demonstrate a number of other characteristics that are atypical for S. aureus including reduced alpha-toxin production and delayed coagulase activity. The connection of S. aureus SCVs with persistent and relapsing infections has been defined over the past decade, especially in patients with chronic osteomyelitis and in cystic fibrosis patients as demonstrated by prospective studies. While the studies with clinical isolates of SCVs suggested a link between electron transport-defective strains and persistent infections, a defined hemB mutant with the SCV phenotype provided strong additional evidence for these connections. The hemB mutant was phagocytosed by cultured endothelial cells, but did not lyse these cells, because the mutant produced very little alpha-toxin. The intracellular location may shield the SCVs from host defenses and antibiotics, thus providing one explanation for the difficulty in clearing S. aureus SCVs from host tissues.